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The views and opinions expressed in this presentation are those of the stakeholder. Use of this forum to present
these materials does not constitute either BPA’s approval for or opposition to any policies, positions, or
recommendations made by the stakeholder in its presentation.

BPA = Bonneville Power Administration

ASSESSING BONNEVILLE’S STAND -ALONE CREDIT QUALITY
• Independent assessments of Bonneville’s credit and financial profiles (Fitch, Moody’s, S&P)
• Range of methodologies and external factors considered

• Sector rating methodologies are publicly available

• Analysis of Bonneville appears somewhat disconnected from consideration of appropriate peer utilities
• Fundamental factors such as market and contractual position appear to drive outcomes more than debt ratios
• Bonneville’s financial strategies, policies, and targets factor into rating

(Federal debt + Nonfederal debt)

_____________________________________

Debt-to-asset ratio =
(Net Utility Plant + Nonfederal generation)

THE ROLE OF THE TREASURY LINE
• Bonneville benefits from several layers of Federal support
• The sizeable increase in Bonneville’s borrowing authority passed in the Infrastructure
Investment and Jobs Act has yet to be incorporated in ratings
• The rating agencies all assign meaningful importance to the credit positive features of BPA’s
Federal support

THE RATING AGENCIES’ ANALYSIS IN DETAIL
• Breakdown of each agency’s analysis: methodology, critical rating drivers, incorporation of Federal support, leverage and
funding mix analysis, and conclusion on rating sensitivities
• Fitch
• Assigns AA rating with stable outlook to bonds backed by Bonneville’s credit
• Detailed ratio analysis and comparison to BPA targets possible

Net Adjusted Debt
__________________________________
Leverage =
Adjusted Funds Available for Debt Service (FADS)

• Fitch assigns AAA rating with stable outlook to federal debt securities

• Moody’s
• Assigns Aa2 rating with stable outlook to bonds backed by Bonneville’s credit
• Detailed ratio analysis and comparison to BPA targets possible
• Moody’s assigns Aaa rating with stable outlook to federal debt securities

• S&P
• Assigns AA- rating with stable outlook to bonds backed by Bonneville’s credit
• S&P assigns AA+ rating with stable outlook to federal debt securities

(Total Debt Net of Debt Service and Debt Service
Reserve Funds) + Adjusted Net Pension Liability
Adjusted Debt Ratio (%) =

______________________________
(Fixed Plant Assets Net of Accumulated
Depreciation + Net Working Capital

KEY ANALYTIC AL COMPARISONS
• Global comparative analysis, ‘re-connecting’ Bonneville to a better set of peers than U.S.
wholesale utilities
• Comparison of BPA to: Fingrid Oyj (Finland), Hydro Quebéc (Canada), Statnett (Norway),
and the Tennessee Valley Authority
• Considering alternative indicators of credit risk: market pricing and internal bank ratings
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CONCLUSIONS

1. Bonneville benefits from significant financial flexibility at high rating levels and there is no compelling
need from a ratings or market perspective to reduce Bonneville’s debt-to-assets ratio much below 80%
2. When compared to a more appropriate set of peers than simply U.S. municipal wholesalers, Bonneville’s
leverage looks to be in line with peers and defensible given the features of the other entities
3. Banks and other market participants appear to view Bonneville’s credit standing as relatively close
(sometimes identical) to the U.S. government’s own debt
4. Given a less specific methodology, there is uncertainty about how S&P’s rating may respond to
developments in Bonneville’s overall credit profile

